Due to the four-in-wheel electric vehicle (IEV) has a small volume and high power density, IEV has become an important development direction. Compared to traditional vehicles, IEVs increase the motion freedom with four driving source and IEV direct yaw moment control (DYC) becomes a burning issue. DYC can be used to improve safety performance and operated portability due to the flexibility of the torque distribution and the possibility of continuous adjustment of the motor torque [1] . Meanwhile, DYC extends the safe driving range from an emergency transient driving condition to a higher speed [2] .
INTRODUCTION
The same as traditional vehicles, IEV control system also uses a hierarchical structure [3] . A control algorithm is raised by Kang from Korea to improve the maneuver ability, lateral stability and rollover prevention performance of IEV [4] . The control algorithm including state estimator and drive controller is shown in Fig.  1 .The state estimator is used to track and estimate important parameters. The drive controller is used to control vehicle stability according to vehicle status. The drive controller consists of three parts. The first part is management controller which is _________________________ Mingyu Wang, Hongbiao Zhu, Sitong Lu, Zhishan Yu, Dafang Wang. Harbin Institute of Technology at Weihai, Shandong, China used to determine the control mode and the desired dynamic performance. The second part is top controller which is used to calculate the traction and the yaw moment input to achieve desired dynamic performance. The last part is bottom controller which is used to propose control instruction to practical actuator.
State Estimator
The key dynamic parameter of the vehicle stability control system includes yaw rate, sideslip angle which reflect the stability of a vehicle [5] . Yaw rate can be obtained by sensor. However, there are no sensors with suitable price that can measure sideslip angle. So, sideslip angle is estimated indirectly according to the known state parameters. Paper [6] summarizes the estimation of vehicle slip angle in detail. It will not discuss here. 
Driving Controller

MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER
In view of the fact that the sideslip angle and yaw rate cannot be completely decoupled while they directly reflect the vehicle stability degree, the existing control objective is divided into three types. The first is to consider yaw rate or sideslip angle singly. In [7] , yaw rate of 2 DOF model is treated as the desired vehicle response and its transfer characteristics to the front wheel angle is approximated as a first-order system, which simplifies the design of reference model.
The applications range of a single control target is limited. Vehicles will skid and be thrown outside the road since the road grip is not sufficient to produce the desired steering response in extreme conditions. The second is yaw rate control with annihilation sideslip angle. Yaw rate of 2 DOF model which uses annihilation sideslip angle is treated as the desired vehicle response in [8] . In this condition, the yaw rate gain to the front corner gradually decreases with vehicle speed increasing which will limit the sideslip angle and improve stability of limit condition. However, handling performance decreases. The vehicle cannot satisfy the driver's intentions in some conditions where the driver is anxious to turn the steering wheel or there is continuous curve. The third type is to control yaw rate while observing the vehicle slip angle. The method in [1] based on the steady yaw rate of 2 DOF model limits vehicle slip angle by modifying the target yaw rate expectations. This method takes both the maneuverability and stability into account. But the reference model can only limit the vehicle slip angle, cannot make the sideslip angle converge quickly. Yaw rate gain declines significantly when in extreme conditions where is same with the second type.
TOP CONTROLLER
The top controller realizes closed-loop control of the vehicle dynamic performance by tracking the desired control objectives with motion tracking control algorithm which calculates the required traction input and yaw moment input.
The most common motion tracking control algorithm is feed forward control join with feedback control [9] . The feed forward control is responsible for maintaining the steady state sideslip angle zero while the feedback control is responsible for eliminating yaw rate tracking error. The sum of the yaw moment of feed forward and feedback control is the total torque. Paper [7] uses a PI controller. The key to design PI controller is to select control parameters. PI control algorithm is simple, has high reliability and is suitable to establish linear time-invariant systems of accurate mathematical model. However, vehicle system belongs to nonlinear time-varying systems due to the nonlinearity and parameter uncertainties. Paper [1] shows that the simulation result is different obviously between different conditions. A Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is used to realize feedback control in [10] . On basis of the optimal control theory, the regulator minimizes the objective function, such as energy control, control error, etc. Then the feedback control moment can be obtained by solving the Riccati equation. There are other optimal control methods, such as linear quadratic Gaussian [9] and optimal dynamic sliding mode control.
BOTTOM CONTROLLER
The bottom control of IEV is a redundant control. In the conventional driving conditions, the torque of left and right wheels is distributed evenly. Some advanced optimization allocation algorithm is also proposed. Used adhesion rate is first proposed in [11] . The optimization target is to minimize the total consumption of road adhesion of the four wheels. This method remains more adhesion to maintain the vehicle stable. But it also weakens other dynamic performance to a certain extent. 2 2 / ( )
Where xi F is longitudinal force, yi F is lateral force, i  is road adhesion. Paper [12] uses the weighted method which combines the minimum allocation error and minimum motor energy consumption who are the optimize targets. This method can improve the energy efficiency and reduce energy loss. Paper [13] proposes a torque allocation policy where the target is to improving the energy efficiency. System efficiency objective function contains two factors, stability and economy. It is designed to minimize the energy consumption of the vehicle while the stable running. The target function respectively focusing on stability and maneuverability in [14] is set to achieve the optimization allocation. Fuzzy weighting function is used to optimize longitudinal force distribution.
CONCLUSION
(1) Compared with the traditional vehicles, DYC in IEV effects in full range of operating conditions from the conventional to the limit. Due to characteristics of their vehicles especially in the tire characteristic change evidently, the algorithm must be adaptive in nonlinear tire characteristics.
(2) Although much research on DYC has been done, there are a few studies on the integrity and relevance in mutual restraint between the various control techniques, such as AFS/DYC/DAS. It will play out the potentials in chassis control of IEVs.
(3) Overall, the existing IEV control strategy stays in the dynamics simulation and typical condition test validation phase. The algorithm is lack of adequate verification on applicability and robustness in the complex conditions.
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